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1. Introduction {#jia225039-sec-0005}
===============

The HIV epidemic in men who have sex with men (MSM) is expanding in most countries [1](#jia225039-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jia225039-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jia225039-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, with steep increases in reports of new HIV diagnoses in several low‐ and middle‐income countries (LMIC) [2](#jia225039-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jia225039-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jia225039-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jia225039-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}. Elevated HIV risk in this population is largely explained by the biological risks associated with anal sex [6](#jia225039-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, and the large portion of condomless sex taking place in the context of casual partnerships [3](#jia225039-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}. More distal factors such as network effects, social stigma, and migration have also been recognized as key mediators of HIV risk in this population [3](#jia225039-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jia225039-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}.

In many studies on MSM, migration has been particular well examined as an HIV risk factor. Scholars have documented notable trends globally in MSM\'s migrating from rural area or small cities to larger cities, where the anonymity of city life permits less traditional sexual lifestyles and same sex partners are relatively easier to find [7](#jia225039-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jia225039-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jia225039-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}. Studies of this type of "sexual migration" have reported associations between transplantation and HIV risk in the form of more sexual partners and riskier sexual practices in the big city [11](#jia225039-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jia225039-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}. Structural factors such as social and cultural barriers [8](#jia225039-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jia225039-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jia225039-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jia225039-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} are also thought to decrease the likelihood of migrant MSM of having stable community support or reliable HIV‐related healthcare access. Some studies particularly emphasized the disadvantage of the migrant MSM with rural origin, who are more likely to internalize the MSM and HIV‐related stigma and reluctant to participate into public health activities due to the more homophobic and sexual health absence grow‐up environment [8](#jia225039-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jia225039-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jia225039-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jia225039-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jia225039-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}.

In China, MSM account for more than one‐third of new HIV cases [16](#jia225039-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and the domestic HIV epidemic among MSM is in a rapid expansion phase [3](#jia225039-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jia225039-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}. There is extensive research on MSM and migration and they often find a higher HIV prevalence among migrant MSM compared with its local counterpart [18](#jia225039-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jia225039-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jia225039-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jia225039-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. However, conclusive evidence of the magnitude or direction of the link between migration and HIV risk and the underlying mechanism remains elusive. While some studies have attributed HIV risk behaviours more common in migrant MSM to them being outsiders (i.e. a transplant) [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jia225039-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jia225039-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, others have attributed their HIV risk behaviours to them being from disadvantaged rural areas [7](#jia225039-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jia225039-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jia225039-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}. Discrepancies in definitions of "migrants" or in sampling design further convolute the relationship between migration and HIV risk. Many studies fail to account for differences in place of origin (urban vs. rural) among migrant MSM [18](#jia225039-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jia225039-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jia225039-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. While some studies account for the place of origin focused exclusively on the migrant MSM population, and did not compare them to non‐migrant MSM populations [21](#jia225039-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jia225039-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jia225039-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#jia225039-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}.

In order to better distinguish the effects of transplant status (local/transplant) versus place of origin status (urban/rural) on HIV risk in so‐called "migrant" MSM in China, we analysed data from an online survey conducted among MSM living in urban areas, in which we compared associations between each type of statuses with common HIV‐related risky sexual behaviour and healthcare utilization. Specifically, we classified participants according to whether they were transplants as well as by their place of origin status (urban/rural status; details below). In so doing, this analysis identifies distinctive sources of HIV risk faced by MSM in the following three categories: urban local resident, urban transplant, and rural transplant. Our findings can both guide future interventions in this population as well as ongoing research on the role of migration in the spread of HIV.

2. Methods {#jia225039-sec-0006}
==========

2.1. Study participants {#jia225039-sec-0007}
-----------------------

Study data were collected through an online survey conducted between July and August 2016 in eight urban cities (Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Jiangmen, Jinan, Qingdao, Jining, and Yantai) from Guangdong and Shandong Provinces, China. Participants were recruited from Blued (Blue Brother, Beijing, China), China\'s most widely used location‐based gay social networking mobile phone application, comparable with Grindr in the west. Based on users\' geolocation, Blued account holders living in one of the eight study cities at the time of study were recruited via a private advertisement message sent from Blued\'s official account. The private message delivered to users\' account mailbox. The message included information on the study background and the terms of survey participation (i.e. risks and benefits), and also provided a link to the survey. Users who clicked on the link were directed to the survey hosted by Sojump Survey Software (Sojump, Shanghai, China).

Eligible participants were born biologically male, were currently living and planning on living in their respective cities for the next 12 months, had oral or anal sex with another man at least once during his lifetime, and were at least 16 years of age. To minimize issues of repeat surveys by the same individuals, we used a screening system in which participants have to verify their phone numbers before taking the survey. A participant must submit the verified code that sent to his phone to enter the survey. Each phone number could only be associated with a single survey submission. Multiple attempts of survey‐taking would be blocked by the system. Eligible survey participants were invited to take part in the survey after signing an online consent form. Participants who completed the survey received 50 Chinese yuan mobile top‐up (about 7 USD) as monetary compensation after finishing the survey.

3. Measures {#jia225039-sec-0008}
===========

3.1. Exposure and outcome {#jia225039-sec-0009}
-------------------------

In this study, we classified the participants into three exposure categories: (1) MSM local to the urban area where they lived ("urban local residents"), (2) those who had transplanted from another urban area ("urban transplant"), and (3) those who transplanted from a rural area ("rural transplant"). We used each individuals\' reported household registration type, or *hukou*, to measure one\'s migratory status. The *hukou* refers to China\'s national household registration system, through which citizens access legal status and social services such as social welfare, public healthcare and education. Every *hukou* contains two pieces of information: location of registered residence (i.e. an address) and classification as urban or rural. The *hukou* status is assigned based on where the resident was born [29](#jia225039-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jia225039-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}. Tight restrictions discourage, but do not prohibit, changing one\'s *hukou* [30](#jia225039-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}. Therefore, an individual\'s registered place and urban/rural classification in his/her *hukou* is thought to be the proxy for the environment in which one was born and raised. It has been widely used in the existing HIV literature to classify individuals into "migrants" and non‐migrants [7](#jia225039-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jia225039-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jia225039-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jia225039-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jia225039-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jia225039-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jia225039-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#jia225039-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jia225039-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}.

Our definition of a "transplant" as someone who had been living outside of from his registered residence place for more than half of the previous (\>6 months) 12 months, was based on definitions of temporary residence defined in the National Bureau of Statistics of China [33](#jia225039-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. Urban transplants were therefore defined as those holding an urban *hukou* but who had relocated to one of the eight study cities for \>6 months within the last year. Rural transplant MSM were defined as MSM with a rural *hukou* who had relocated to one of the eight study cities and had been living there for \>6 months in the past year. Given our sample composition, our analysis did not include any MSM living in rural area, restricting our ability to consider the role of rural MSM living in their local setting.

Our outcomes included HIV‐related risk behaviours and healthcare utilization. For the former, the variables included lifetime history of buying or selling sex, any condomless sex and multiple sexual partners in the past three months; for the latter, the variables included the utilization of any government sexual health services in the past three months, ever tested for HIV, and ever initiated antiretroviral therapy (ART) among those who reported being HIV infected. Most HIV‐related sexual health services in China are provided by public disease control agencies. Some community‐based organizations may also provide similar services through programs that mostly supported by government funding [34](#jia225039-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}. Recent utilization of free government sexual health services was defined as having accessed any of the following services in the past three months: free condoms and lubricant, peer led sexual education, HIV and STD screening and treatment, and pamphlets on AIDS/STD related information.

3.2. Covariates {#jia225039-sec-0010}
---------------

Participants reported socio‐demographic information, such as age, education, marital status, annual income, sexual orientation, and status of disclosure of sexual orientation. Education and income levels were categorized according to the conventions of the Chinese national population census, with those reporting a high school education or less classified as "less educated"[35](#jia225039-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} and those with annual income of less than 63,920 RMB (about 9200 USD) in urban areas classified as lower income [36](#jia225039-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}. Sexual orientation was defined as those indicating that they identify as "gay" as opposed to "straight," "bisexual," "other." Disclosure of sexual orientation was defined as having ever discussed sexual orientation or same‐sex behaviours with someone other than a sexual partner (e.g. friends or family).

3.3. Statistical analysis {#jia225039-sec-0011}
-------------------------

Descriptive analyses compared differences across urban local residents, rural transplants and urban transplants. Statistically significant differences were assessed by examining overlap of 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Multi‐nonnominal logistic regression models were then used to compare odds ratio of reporting HIV‐related risk behaviours and healthcare utilization among the three groups. Odds ratios comparing urban transplants to urban local residents were used to measure the effect of being a transplant on HIV‐related outcomes as it applied to MSM with urban *hukous*. In contrast, odds ratios comparing rural transplants to urban transplants showed the effect of being a rural origin on HIV‐related outcomes as it applied to transplant MSM (Figure [1](#jia225039-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Model adjustment minimized confounding by basic socio‐demographic and behavioural variables identified through directed acyclic graphs, an approach used to obtain unconfounded effect estimates when considering multiple potential confounders and which addresses several methodological shortcomings with traditional approaches including multiple hypothesis testing (i.e. inclusion of variables meeting a minimum threshold of statistical significance in univariable models) or automated variable selection methods [37](#jia225039-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}. All analyses were conducted in SAS version 9.4 (Cary, NC, USA) and SPSS version 22.0 (Armonk, NY, USA). In the model, we defined statistical significance as *p*\<0.05.

![Illustration of the analytic comparisons made to explore the contrasting effects of transplant status and urban/rural status in the 2007 MSM recruited online from eight Chinese cities. MSM, men who have sex with men.](JIA2-21-e25039-g001){#jia225039-fig-0001}

3.4. Ethical statement {#jia225039-sec-0012}
----------------------

The study obtained approval from the ethics review committees at the Guangdong Provincial Centre for Skin Diseases and STI Control, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the University of California, San Francisco prior to survey launch.

4. Results {#jia225039-sec-0013}
==========

Among 2007 eligible participants who completed the survey. The proportion of the local, urban transplant and rural transplant was 648 (32%), 478 (24%), and 881 (44%), respectively. The median age of the participants was 25 years old (Range: 16 to 64). A majority of men reported an education level higher than high school (64.4%), were classified as lower income (70.9%), never married (85.5%), and self‐identified as gay (72.1%) (Table [1](#jia225039-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

Socio‐demographic, behavioural and self‐reported HIV‐related characteristics of 2007 MSM recruited online from eight Chinese cities

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                                                      Total (N = 2007)      Urban local resident MSM (N = 648)   Urban transplant MSM (N = 478)   Rural transplant MSM (N = 881)
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------------------- --------------------------------
  Median Age (SD)                                                                                                     25 (6.45)             26 (7.15)                            25 (6.15)                        24 (5.95)

  Education: higher than high school                                                                                  64.5 (62.4 to 66.6)   **74.4 (71.0 to 77.7)**              **76.2 (72.3 to 80.0)**          **50.9 (47.6 to 54.2)**

  Annual income less than 9200 USD                                                                                    70.9 (68.9 to 72.9)   **67.6 (64.0 to 71.2)**              **60.5 (56.1 to 64.8)**          **79.0 (76.3 to 81.7)**

  Never married                                                                                                       85.5 (83.9 to 87.0)   **80.7 (77.7 to 83.7)**              **90.8 (88.2 to 93.4)**          **86.0 (83.7 to 88.3)**

  Self identifies as gay[a](#jia225039-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                                      72.1 (70.1 to 74.1)   71.1 (67.7 to 74.6)                  75.5 (71.7 to 79.4)              70.9 (67.9 to 73.9)

  Ever disclosed same sex behaviours[b](#jia225039-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}                                          67.2 (65.2 to 69.3)   69.4 (65.9 to 73.0)                  70.1 (66.0 to 74.2)              64.0 (60.8 to 67.2)

  Ever purchased sex                                                                                                  8.2 (7.0 to 9.4)      9.1 (6.9 to 11.3)                    10.9 (8.1 to 13.7)               6.0 (4.4 to 7.6)

  Ever sold sex                                                                                                       8.6 (7.4 to 9.8)      9.4 (7.2 to 11.7)                    9.8 (7.2 to 12.5)                7.4 (5.7 to 9.1)

  More than one male sexual partner in the past three months                                                          30.1 (28.1 to 32.1)   30.1 (26.6 to 33.6)                  32.4 (28.2 to 36.6)              28.8 (25.8 to 31.8)

  Ever had condomless sex with male sexual partner in the past three months                                           28.1 (26.1 to 30.1)   29.8 (26.3 to 33.3)                  28.7 (24.6 to 32.7)              26.6 (23.6 to 29.5)

  Utilized any governmental sexual health services in the past three months[c](#jia225039-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   61.2 (59.0 to 63.2)   **60.3 (56.6 to 64.1)**              **66.9 (62.7 to 71.2)**          **58.5 (55.2 to 61.7)**

  Ever tested for HIV                                                                                                 63.2 (61.1 to 65.3)   **62.8 (59.1 to 66.5)**              **69.6 (65.8 to 74.0)**          **59.8 (56.6 to 63.1)**

  * *Among those ever tested (N = 1268)\                                                                              7.6 (6.1 to 9.0)      7.9 (5.2 to 10.5)                    6.9 (4.2 to 9.6)                 7.8 (5.5 to 10.1)
  Ever diagnosed with HIV among testers[d](#jia225039-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                                   

  * *Among diagnosed HIV positives (N = 96)\                                                                          43.8 (33.8 to 53.7)   **50.0 (32.7 to 67.3)**              **65.2 (45.8 to 84.7)**          **26.8 (13.3 to 40.4)**
  Ever initiated ART                                                                                                                                                                                              
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bold format indicates statistically significant differences among three groups, which means no overlap between 95% CI for at least two groups). MSM, men who have sex with men; CI, confidence interval; ART, antiretroviral therapy.

Sexual orientation was defined as those indicating that they identify as "gay" as opposed to "straight," "bisexual," "other."

Disclosure to others was defined as sharing same sex behaviours to anyone other than a sexual partner (e.g. friends or family members).

Governmental sexual health services include free distribution of condoms or lubricant, peer education, STD diagnosis or treatment, and distribution of pamphlets regarding HIV/STI.

HIV status was self‐reported.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

A significantly lower proportion of rural transplants reported having more than a high school education compared with urban local residents and urban transplants (50.9%; 95% CI: 47.6 to 54.2% vs. 74.4%; 95% CI: 71.0 to 77.7 and 76.2%; 95% CI, 72.3 to 80.0, respectively). The same group was also significantly more likely to report a below‐median annual income compared with urban local residents and urban transplants (79.0%; 95% CI: 76.3 to 81.7 vs. 67.6%; 95% CI: 64.0 to 71.2 and 60.5%; 95% CI: 56.1 to 64.8, respectively). In terms of marital status, urban local residents were the most likely to be never married (80.7%; 95% CI: 77.7 to 83.7), though the difference was of borderline significance.

4.1. Associations between transplant status and HIV‐related behaviours {#jia225039-sec-0014}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In adjusted models comparing transplants from other urban areas with urban local residents (Table [2](#jia225039-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}), MSM who had transplanted were more likely to have ever been tested for HIV (adjusted odds ratios (aOR) = 1.39, 95% CI: 1.08 to 1.80). In crude models, MSM who had transplanted were also more likely to have utilized governmental sexual health services in the past three months (OR = 1.33, 95% CI: 1.04 to 1.70). Detailed item‐based result of governmental sexual health services utilization comparison among three groups could be found in Tables [S1](#jia225039-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#jia225039-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S3](#jia225039-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Adjusted odds ratios comparing odds of reporting listed HIV‐related outcomes in urban transplant versus urban local resident MSM (referent), N = 2007

                                                                              Urban transplant versus urban local resident MSM   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
  Sexual behaviours                                                                                                              
  Ever purchased sex                                                          1.22 (0.82, 1.81)                                  1.37 (0.92, 2.04)
  Ever sold sex                                                               1.05 (0.70, 1.57)                                  1.15 (0.77, 1.71)
  Had condomless sex with male sexual partner in the past three months        0.95 (0.73, 1.23)                                  1.10 (0.77, 1.32)
  More than one male sexual partner in the past three months                  1.11 (0.86, 1.43)                                  1.11 (0.86, 1.45)
  Healthcare utilizations                                                                                                        
  Utilized any governmental sexual health services in the past three months   **1.33 (1.04, 1.70)**                              1.23 (0.97, 1.57)
  Ever tested for HIV                                                         **1.37 (1.07, 1.80)**                              **1.39 (1.08, 1.80)**
  Ever initiated ART (among HIV‐positive individuals, N = 96)                 1.88 (0.62, 5.65)                                  1.57 (0.47, 5.30)

MSM, men who have sex with men; CI, confidence interval; aOR, adjusted odds ratio; ART, antiretroviral therapy. Multivariable model controlled for age, education, income, marital status, disclosure status, and the province of residence. Bold format indicates statistically significant result (*p*\<0.05).

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

4.2. Associations between urban/rural status and HIV‐related behaviours {#jia225039-sec-0015}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In adjusted models comparing urban and rural transplants (Table [3](#jia225039-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}), MSM of rural backgrounds were significantly less likely to have ever purchased sex (aOR = 0.57, 95% CI: 0.38 to 0.85), to have utilized any governmental sexual health services in the past three months (aOR = 0.75, 95% CI: 0.60 to 0.93) or to have ever tested for HIV (aOR = 0.77, 95% CI: 0.61 to 0.96). Among those self‐reported to be HIV positive (7.5%, 96/1268), rural transplants were far less likely than their urban counterparts to have ever initiated ART (aOR = 0.16, 95% CI: 0.05 to 0.52). Compared with crude models, adjustment for confounding did not significantly alter model outcomes, with the more notable differences observed in the slightly lowered likelihood of rural MSM having ever tested for HIV and the even greater likelihood of those among them with self‐reported HIV to have never initiated ART. Comparison between urban local resident versus rural transplant MSM could be found in Table [S4](#jia225039-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Adjusted odds ratios comparing odds of reporting listed HIV‐related outcomes in rural transplant versus urban transplant MSM (referent), N = 2007

                                                                              Rural transplant versus urban transplant MSM   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -----------------------
  Sexual behaviours                                                                                                          
  Ever purchased sex                                                          **0.52 (0.35, 0.78)**                          **0.57 (0.38, 0.85)**
  Ever sold sex                                                               0.73 (0.49, 1.08)                              0.68 (0.46, 1.01)
  Had condomless sex with male sexual partner in the past three months        0.90 (0.70, 1.15)                              0.94 (0.73, 1.23)
  More than one male sexual partner in the past three months                  0.84 (0.66, 1.08)                              0.98 (0.76, 1.25)
  Healthcare utilization                                                                                                     
  Utilized any governmental sexual health services in the past three months   **0.71 (0.56, 0.88)**                          **0.75 (0.60, 0.93)**
  Ever tested for HIV                                                         **0.64 (0.51, 0.81)**                          **0.77 (0.61, 0.96)**
  Ever initiated ART (among HIV‐positive individuals, N = 96)                 **0.20 (0.07, 0.59)**                          **0.16 (0.05, 0.52)**

MSM, men who have sex with men; CI, confidence interval; aOR, adjusted odds ratio; ART, antiretroviral therapy. Multivariable model controlled for age, education, income, marital status, disclosure status, and the residence province. Bold format indicates statistically significant result (*p*\<0.05).

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

5. Discussion {#jia225039-sec-0016}
=============

Our comparison of the associations between a three‐category definition of migrant status and HIV‐related outcomes suggest that the vulnerabilities faced by this group are layered and multifaceted. When compared by their transplant status, for example, urban transplant MSM were found to have higher odds of having ever tested for HIV compared with their local counterpart. When transplant MSM were compared across urban/rural status, however, those of rural backgrounds had a lower odds of reporting risky behaviours and of accessing to the HIV‐related healthcare, relative to their urban counterpart. These findings urge a rethinking of the widely used but loosely defined term, "migrant," as it is used refer to underlying processes driving the HIV epidemic in Chinese MSM. Although migration likely plays an important role in the spread of HIV in China [18](#jia225039-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jia225039-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jia225039-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jia225039-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, epidemiological reports on migrant MSM to date cannot fully answer this question due to the lack of more nuanced to understand the drivers of ongoing HIV acquisition. Our findings provide a more realistic assessment of the vulnerabilities faced by migrant MSM living in urban areas, and underscore the need to reexamine past approaches to exploring the effect of migration on HIV risk.

The relative lack of differences in reported sexual behaviours among our study participants of different migration backgrounds departs from existing research on this topic in China [18](#jia225039-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jia225039-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jia225039-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jia225039-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}. Upon closer examination, however, the strength of the evidence on which past conclusions are based vary greatly. For example, a study of MSM in Guangzhou concluded that transplant MSM had riskier sexual behaviours as compared with local MSM [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, despite listing results indicating no statistically significant differences in behaviours across these two groups. Similarly, a second national study concluded that transplant MSM partake in riskier sex than their local counterparts (examples cited include lower condom use or more commercial sex partners), while the finding is based mainly on the inference from the higher HIV prevalence among transplants rather than on explicit questions regarding their behaviours [18](#jia225039-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}. A third study in Wuhan reported riskier sex among MSM who were rural‐to‐urban transplants, a conclusion based on the small subset of participants reporting same sex behaviours (N = 54 or 3.1% of the sample), whose answers regarding frequency of commercial sex or condom use did not specify the sex of the partner [25](#jia225039-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}. A final study on MSM in Jinan used a classification system most comparable to this analysis, which noted significantly higher rates of condomless anal intercourse in transplant MSM [23](#jia225039-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}. The lack of any significant differences in condomless sex and multiple sexual partners leads us to hypothesize that it may be due to contrasting sampling method (respondent driven sampling vs. online recruitment) as well as secular trends in the eight years between when the two studies were conducted.

Compromised HIV testing and other healthcare utilization patterns among rural transplants suggests that attributes specific to their rural backgrounds pose unique challenges when such individuals relocate to a new city. Past findings on health‐seeking behaviours among Chinese migrant MSM have only documented disparities in healthcare utilization across local versus transplants [7](#jia225039-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#jia225039-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jia225039-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. Although many HIV‐related care prevention services for MSM are subsidized by the Chinese government [34](#jia225039-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, awareness of these services or their accessibility to clients may be particularly low for rural transplant MSM because of their relevantly lower level of education and sexual health literacy [7](#jia225039-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jia225039-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jia225039-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#jia225039-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. Traditional routine interventions on MSM might also face greater barriers in reaching rural transplant MSM who may have more identity struggles or be less likely to take part in health promotion events marketed towards gay men given their experiences of intense stigma directed towards same‐sex behaviours in their rural grow‐up environments [7](#jia225039-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#jia225039-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#jia225039-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}. In addition, social marginalization [40](#jia225039-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, discrimination [14](#jia225039-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#jia225039-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, and their effects on mental health and quality of life [41](#jia225039-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#jia225039-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} have been documented in MSM who migrate in other parts of the world and are thought to contribute to risky behaviours and lower self‐efficacy [9](#jia225039-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jia225039-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}. Lastly, the prospect of a possible HIV diagnosis may also be particularly undesirable for rural transplants, given potential threats it may pose to one\'s housing or job security [14](#jia225039-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jia225039-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. While for urban transplants, their generally higher socio‐economic status, access to better healthcare resources, and stronger social support network [29](#jia225039-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#jia225039-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, may equip them with better coping mechanisms and self‐efficacy to confront the HIV testing.

The overall rate of ART uptake observed in our sample of MSM living with HIV (43.8%, 42/96) is a far from the UNAIDS goal of 90% of HIV infected persons on treatment [44](#jia225039-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}. This finding highlights an important health service gap in this population, particularly in light of the country\'s free national ART program which provides free drugs and treatment for opportunistic infections for all people living with HIV. Though the rate of uptake in our sample is slightly lower than those reported by past analyses of ART initiation in China whether in a national cohort (48.9%) [45](#jia225039-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} or in convenience samples of HIV‐positive MSM (54.3% to 75.2%) [46](#jia225039-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#jia225039-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#jia225039-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}. However, direct comparisons are challenging given the fact that past studies were restricted to persons already engaged in care or to those under a certain CD4 cell count. The exceptionally low rates of ART uptake rate among rural transplant MSM (26.8%) relative to their urban counterparts MSM is particularly troubling, and suggests that this group faces further barriers relate to their rural background. Accessing HIV‐care in China imposes considerable administrative responsibilities on patients including tasks such as registering with a local disease control centre, preparation of extensive paperwork to prove care eligibility, and undergoing complex enrolment procedures at a registered hospital, all of which can be especially daunting to those with limited social capital or health literacy [25](#jia225039-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jia225039-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#jia225039-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#jia225039-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#jia225039-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}. Meanwhile, Chinese rural transplants more often find work in informal labour markets without job security or health insurance [29](#jia225039-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#jia225039-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#jia225039-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#jia225039-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, which may contribute to an overall disengagement with medical services, even those freely available such as HIV testing and ART for those infected. Others have also noted that many people from rural area may lack an understanding to fully grasp the severity of HIV disease due to a particular lack of sexual health education in the countryside\'s basic education [14](#jia225039-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#jia225039-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#jia225039-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}.

Our study findings have important policy implications. First, urban health authorities should consider ways to improve healthcare utilization, particularly among those from rural areas. Formal mechanisms to solicit feedback from patients, members of the LGBTQ community, and persons of rural background in the city and countryside should be considered as part of intervention design. Community participatory methods such as crowdsourcing may also be helpful for soliciting community feedback [51](#jia225039-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#jia225039-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}. Second, our findings underscore the urgent need for interventions to address structural barriers to sexual health services, such as lack of HIV/STD awareness among rural transplant MSM or institutional stigma in healthcare settings, beyond just those seeking to affect individual behaviours of rural transplant community. More intervention activities should be conducted in rural transplant aggregated areas. Health researchers, policy makers, and the media must carefully consider effective means of communicating HIV‐related study results to avoid inaccurate accusation and stigmatization on this population. Third, HIV‐related interventions should contain de‐stigmatization content to encourage more MSM to utilize the sexual health services. Sensitization and ethics trainings for healthcare providers could also have a profound impact on MSM\'s sexual health services utilization. Moreover, considering about the alarmingly low rate of ART uptake in our study, interventions to improve public awareness regarding the importance of early and constant treatment should be conducted to accelerate treatment uptake.

Given the government focus on mitigating the rapidly growing HIV epidemic among Chinese MSM, more research on the impact of migration can be expected in the future [16](#jia225039-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jia225039-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. Based on findings from this analysis and on a review of the literature, we extend some modest considerations to guide future design and analysis of research related to migration and HIV risk in MSM. First, investigators might consider collecting and analysing more than one aspect of migration to facilitate more nuanced analysis of the various facets of a migrant\'s lived experience. For example, urban/rural background, contextual factors of migration such as motivations for migrating, distance from home, and circumstances of migration (moved alone or with friends/family), etc. could provide a clearer understanding of the link between migration and health outcomes. Lastly, studies, particularly qualitative studies on rural transplant MSM are needed to better understand their behaviours and needs to design more targeted interventions.

Findings of this study should be considered in light of several limitations. First, our sample did not allow us to fully distinguish between rural transplant\'s risk attributable to being of a rural background versus that of being a transplant, since the sample did not include rural MSM residing in the local rural area. Second, our participants were recruited from a mobile APP‐based convenience sample, which may under‐sample older or less educated individuals or people in the stable relationship, thereby restricting the generalizability of our study findings [25](#jia225039-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#jia225039-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}. On balance, however, this form of recruitment may also allow researchers greater reach into hidden sub‐groups which cannot be reached by traditional methods, such as MSM who have never disclosed their same sex behaviour to others, or who do not visit frequent venues where traditional study recruitment has taken place [53](#jia225039-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#jia225039-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}. Third, our survey questionnaire documented several participants\' behaviours as a lifetime exposure, precluding our ability to establish a temporal relationship between these behaviours and the participant\'s migratory experience. It is therefore possible that our analysis will mistakenly attribute behaviours that took place before the transplant left the countryside to his eventual relocation. Though problematic, we feel the likelihood of commercial same‐sex behaviours taking place in the countryside versus the city are far lower given the relative smaller sex market and lack of anonymity in rural life [8](#jia225039-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}. Fourth, we lacked several key healthcare utilization variables such as insurance status, knowledge about local health facilities, or medical expenditures, precluding out ability to more closely examine potential reasons for compromised access. Last, our analyses pertaining to MSM self‐reported to be living with HIV were not verified by biological outcomes, leading to a possible underestimation of the actual HIV prevalence in the sample.

6. Conclusions {#jia225039-sec-0017}
==============

Our findings suggest that higher HIV prevalence rates in the so called "migrant MSM" documented by past studies may be due to their structural barriers to accessing HIV prevention interventions rather than from individual risk behaviours. By adopting a more nuanced migratory status as the exposure, our study showed that rural background among transplants is a more salient predictor of the poor healthcare utilization. More tailored interventions regarding healthcare access facilitation and HIV awareness should be conducted among rural transplant MSM. Further research guided by more nuanced measures of migratory status will also help elucidate the intersection between male same sex behaviours, migration, and HIV in China and other LMIC.
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